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A NEW PROOF OF NEUBERG�S THEOREM

AND ONE APPLICATION

GHEORGHE SZÖLL½OSY and OVIDIU T. POP

Abstract. In this paper, we will give a new proof of Neuberg�s Theorem.
One application of this result is found in Theorem 2.2.

1. Introduction

In this section, we�ll recall some known results.

Theorem 1.1. Let ABC be a triangle, C(O;R) his circumscribed circle
and H the orthocentre of this triangle. If M is the midpoint of the side BC,
then

(1) AH = 2OM

and

(2) OM ? BC:

For additional comments and proofs, see [1]-[4].
In this paper, we will consider a convex quadrilateral ABCD and note

with Ha, Hb, Hc, Hd the orthocentres of triangles BCD, CDA, DAB,
respectively ABC and with T [ABCD] the area of quadrilateral ABCD:

Theorem 1.2. If ABCD is a cyclic quadrilateral, then

(3) AB � HaHb; ABkHaHb;

(4) AHb ? CD; BHa ? CD;

(5) AHb � BHa
and analogues.

For comments and proofs see [3].
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Corollary 1.3. If ABCD is a cyclic quadrilateral, then

(6) T [ABCD] = T [HaHbHcHd]:

Proof. It results from Theorem 1.2. �

Corollary 1.4. Let ABCD be a convex quadrilateral. If AHb � BHa,
BHc � CHb, CHd � DHc or DHa � AHd, then ABCD is a cyclic quadri-
lateral.

Proof. Let�s consider the relation AHb � BHa.Let C(O1) and C(O2) be the
circumscribed circles of the triangle ADC, respectively BCD and M the
midpoint of DC. Taking Theorem 1.1 into account, we have that

AHb = 2O1M; BHa = 2O2M;

and

O1M ? DC;O2M ? DC;

from where, O1 coincide to O2. So, the quadrilateral ABCD is cyclic. �

2. Main results

In this section, the main results are proved by using the analytic geometry.
The result from Theorem 2.1 is known in literature as Neuberg�s Theorem
(see [4] or [6]) and Theorem 2.2 is an application of this.

Theorem 2.1. If M is a point in the same plan with the triangle ABC,
M 62 AB[BC[CA and Ha, Hb, Hc are the orthocentres of triangles MBC,
MCA, respectively MAB, then

(7) T [ABC] = T [HaHbHc]:

Proof. We consider a; b; c; �; � 2 R, a > 0, b < c and the points A(O; a),
B(b; 0), C(c; 0) and M(�; �) (Figure 1). From M 62 BC, it results that
� 6= 0. The equation of the line AB is

ax+ by � ab = 0;

and then, from M 62 AB it results that

a�+ b�� ab 6= 0:

Similarly, from M 62 AC it results that

a�+ c�� ac 6= 0:

Taking the remarks above, from M 62 AB [BC [ CA we obtain that

(8) �(a�+ b�� ab)(a�+ c�� ac) 6= 0:
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Writing the corresponding heights equations, after the calculations, we ob-
tain

(9) Ha

�
�;
��2 + (b+ c)�� bc

�

�
;

(10) Hb

�
�(c�� a�+ a2)
a�+ c�� ac ;

�(a�� b�+ b2)
a�+ b�� ab

�
and

(11) Hc

�
�(b�� a�+ a2)
a�+ b�� ab ;

�(a�� b�+ b2)
a�+ b�� ab

�
:

If � = 0, then from M 62 AB [ CA it results that bc 6= 0. In this case

Ha

�
0;�

bc

�

�
, Hb

�
�
a�

c
; 0

�
, Hc

�
�
a�

b
; 0

�
and then T [HaHbHc] = j�j,

where

� =
1

2

������
xHa yHa 1
xHb yHb 1
xHc yHc 1

������ ;
Ha(xHa ; yHa) and analogues. We have that

� =
1

2
a(b� c);

so

T [HaHbHc] = T [ABC]

and then, in this case the theorem was proved. If � 6= 0, we note

E = (a�+ c�� ac)(a�+ b�� ab)

and then

(12) E = a2�2 + a�(�� a)(b+ c) + bc(�� a)2:
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Taking (8) and (12) into account, we have that �E 6= 0.
Then

� =
1

2�E

������
�� ��2 + (b+ c)�� bc �

�(c�� a�+ a2) �(a�� c�+ c2) a�+ c�� ac
�(b�� a�+ a2) �(a�� b�+ b2) a�+ b�� ab

������
and multiplying the �rst line with � and dividing the second column with
�, we obtain

� =
1

2E

������
�2 ��2 + (b+ c)�� bc ��

c�� a�+ a2 a�� c�+ c2 a�+ c�� ac
b�� a�+ a2 a�� b�+ b2 a�+ b�� ab

������ :
Adding the �rst column to the second column, we obtain

� =
1

2E

������
�2 (b+ c)�� bc ��

c�� a�+ a2 a2 + c2 a�+ c�� ac
b�� a�+ a2 a2 + b2 a�+ b�� ab

������ :
Deducting the third line from the second line, we get

� =
c� b
2E

������
�2 (b+ c)�� bc ��
� c+ b �� a

b�� a�+ a2 a2 + b2 a�+ b�� ab

������ :
We multiply the second line with �� and adding it to the �rst line, and we
multiply the second line with �b and adding it to the third line, then we
obtain

� =
c� b
2E

������
0 �bc a�
� b+ c �� a

�a(�� a) a2 � bc a�

������ :
Deducting the �rst line from the third line and taking that

T [ABC] =
a(c� b)
2

;

we have

� =
c� b
2E

������
0 �bc a�
� b+ c �� a

�a(�� a) a2 0

������
=
1

E
T [ABC]

������
0 �bc a�
� b+ c �� a

�(�� a) a 0

������
=
1

E
T [ABC]E = T [ABC]:

Now, the relation (7) is proved. �
Theorem 2.2. If ABCD is a convex quadrilateral, then

(13) T [ABCD] = T [HaHbHcHd]:

Proof. Any three from the points Ha;Hb;Hc;Hd are not collinear. Even
if HaHbHcHd is a concave quadrilateral, it has at least one diagonal situ-
ated on the surface of the quadrilateral ABCD, for example [HbHd] (Figure
2).Applying Theorem 2.1 for the triangle ABD and for the point C, for the
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triangle CBD and for the point A respectively, we obtain that

T [ABD] = T [HaHbHd];

respectively
T [CBD] = T [HcHbHd]:

From the equalities above, (13) follows. �
Remark 2.3. Taking Theorem 2.2 into account, it results that (13) takes

place also in quadrilateral that are not cyclic quadrilaterals.
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